UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences

Transfer Information
The information presented in the following section will assist all pre-transfer students, regardless of whether baccalaureate-oriented courses in introductory agricultural, consumer and environmental sciences related areas are offered at their community colleges. If transferable courses in these areas are not available, alternatives are suggested to meet the University of Illinois' General Education requirements. The University of Illinois admits qualified transfer students who have completed at least one year (two semesters) at another higher education institution. Please note that the criteria for admission vary depending on if a student will have completed less than 60 or 60+ transferable credit hours by the time of enrollment.

Transfer students with 60 or more hours are expected to have successfully completed a transfer course equivalent that satisfies the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I (Mathematics) General Education requirement for their intended program of study as a condition of admission. Some programs have other specific courses that must be included in the pre-transfer programs as outlined. Prerequisite courses and requirements necessary for admission are shown in bold, red italics. The college requires a minimum GPA of 2.50 (A=4.00) in most programs to be considered for admission. Several programs require higher minimum grade point averages for consideration; so, applicants should consult the specific major and concentration to which they intend to apply.

Some programs of study offered by the College of ACES require completion of this campus’ CHEM 232, Elementary Organic Chemistry I, as a graduation requirement. The corresponding lab, CHEM 233, Elementary Organic Chemistry Lab I, may be required when applicable. CHEM 232, Elementary Organic Chemistry I, is a one-semester (lecture only) survey course that covers many of the topics of a two-course organic chemistry sequence offered elsewhere. Completion of the first course of a transferable two-course organic chemistry sequence does not satisfy the organic chemistry requirement for those programs of study, unless currently articulated as such (consult https://www.transferology.com for information about course equivalents).

General Education Requirements
All College of ACES students are required to satisfy certain minimum hours in the areas of the natural sciences, humanities, cultural studies, and social sciences. In many curricula, some or all of these requirements are fulfilled with campus-wide general education courses already prescribed by the program. The remainder of the requirements can be fulfilled with other courses chosen from the Campus General Education Course List: https://courses.illinois.edu/gened/2017/fall.

Language Other Than English: There is no longer a language requirement for transfer admission. The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences requires completion through the third level of one language other than English, either in high school or college, to graduate from the college. It is strongly recommended that transfer applicants complete this graduation requirement prior to the term of enrollment at the University of Illinois. Early completion of this graduation requirement will allow time to complete other degree requirements, e.g., General Education coursework. Length of time to graduation may increase if the Language Requirement for graduation is not completed prior to enrollment.
ACES Undeclared

The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences offers a program for students interested in the majors within the College of ACES, but are unsure of which specific major they would like to pursue. Staff in the College of ACES Office of Academic Programs will assist students admitted to ACES Undeclared in selecting a major in the college within 1-2 semesters of their admittance to this program.

Students with a general idea of what major they would like to select in the college will best be served by following that major’s transfer requirement criteria. Students that are truly undecided and are thinking of major options outside of the College of ACES should consider applying to the Division of General Studies.

The minimum GPA for admission consideration into ACES Undeclared is 2.50 (A= 4.00).

Please refer to “Transfer Information” and “General Education Requirements” on the first page of the College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences section of the Transfer Handbook.

Sophomore-level transfer admission highly recommends completion of equivalent transfer coursework to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement:

- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- RHET 105, Writing and Research
- Language Other than English
- General Education Requirements
- Course requirements in major of interest

Junior-level transfer admission:

ACES Undeclared is not currently available for Junior-level transfer admission. Students at the Junior-level or above should consider applying directly to their major of interest in the College of ACES.

---

1 Usually, a two-course rhetoric/composition sequence equivalent to the University of Illinois’ RHET 105 or equivalents to a UCI 1 - - and UCI 1 - - articulation.
2 Please refer to Page 2 for Language Other than English information concerning transfer admission and graduation.
3 For information about the University of Illinois’ General Education requirements and courses, please refer to the following web link: https://courses.illinois.edu/gened/2017/fall. Please note that some majors in the College of ACES may have specific courses required for gen ed categories. Please refer to the Undergraduate Program of Study: http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/
4 Please refer to the Transfer Handbook requirements for specific majors in ACES to find course recommendations.
Agricultural and Biological Engineering

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is **3.00 (A=4.00)**. Must have a technical GPA of 3.00 or higher.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in **bold, red italics** must be successfully completed **prior to** the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **CHEM 102, General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I**
- **MATH 220, Calculus**
- **MATH 231, Calculus II**
- **PHYS 211, University Physics: Mechanics**

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is **highly recommended**:  

- **ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ** or **ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles**  
- **CHEM 104, General Chemistry II** and **CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II** – strongly recommended  
- **CS 101, Intro Computing: Engrg & Sci**  
- **GE 101, Engineering Graphics & Design**  
- **PHYS 212, Univ Physics: Elec & Mag**  
- **PHYS 213, Univ Physics: Thermal Physics**  
- **RHET 105, Writing and Research**  
- **Language Other Than English**

Recommended semester plans can be found at the following website:  
[http://abe.illinois.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-and-biological-engineering](http://abe.illinois.edu/undergraduate/agricultural-and-biological-engineering). Students who deviate from the plan may take longer for graduation. Preference will be given to students who most successfully follow the plan.

Students planning **Junior-level** transfer into Agricultural and Biological Engineering should refer to the College of Engineering section of the Transfer Handbook. For more information and transfer requirements for junior-level transfer, please contact the College of Engineering’s Office of Academic Programs ([engrap@illinois.edu](mailto:engrap@illinois.edu) or 217-333-2280).

---

1 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.  
2 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the **Language Other Than English** for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:** ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Agricultural Communications
with concentrations in:
Advertising; Journalism

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is **2.50 (A=4.00)**.

Please refer to “Transfer Information” and “General Education Requirements” on the first page of the College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences section of the Transfer Handbook.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission highly recommends** completion of equivalent transfer coursework to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement:
- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- PSYC 100, Intro Psych
- RHET 105, Writing and Research\(^1\)
- STAT 100, Statistics
- **Language Other than English**\(^2\)

**Junior-level transfer admission highly recommends** completion of all of the courses listed above for **Sophomore-level transfer admission** and the completion of equivalent transfer coursework to the following University of Illinois courses:
- ADV 150, Introduction to Advertising
- FSHN 101, Intro to Food Science & Nutrition
- JOUR 200, Introduction to Journalism
- NRES 100, Fundamentals of Env Sci
- PS 101, Intro to US Gov & Pol or ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ
- **Language Other than English** (through the third level)\(^2\)
- **Cultural Studies** – General Education Requirement (Western and Non-Western/U.S. Minority Cultures)\(^3\)
- **Humanities** – General Education Requirement\(^3\)
- **Natural Science** – **Life Science** Requirement: ANSC 207, ANTH 249, CPSC 112, 113, FSHN 120, IB 103, 105, 107, 109; MCB 100/101 (Complete three transfer course equivalents to 3 of these listed courses)
- **Natural Science** – **Physical Science** Requirement: ATMS 100, 120, 140, CHEM 102/103; ENVS 101; ESE 117, 118; GEOL 107; PHYS 101 (Complete one transfer course equivalent to one of these listed courses)
- **Quantitative Reasoning II** – General Education Requirement\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Usually, a two-course rhetoric/composition sequence equivalent to the University of Illinois’ RHET 105 or equivalents to a UCI 1 - - and UCI 1 - - articulation.

\(^2\) Please refer to Page 2 for Language Other than English information concerning transfer admission and graduation.

\(^3\) For information about the University of Illinois’ General Education requirements and courses, please refer to the following web link: [https://courses.illinois.edu/gened/2017/fall](https://courses.illinois.edu/gened/2017/fall).

**CONTACT INFORMATION**: ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Agricultural and Consumer Economics
with concentrations in:
Agri-Accounting; Agribusiness, Markets and Management;
Consumer Economics and Finance; Environmental Economics and Policy;
Farm Management; Finance in Agri-Business; Financial Planning; Policy,
International Trade and Development; Public Policy and Law

The minimum GPA for admission to all programs in the department of ACE is 2.75 (A=4.00). Meeting the minimum may not ensure your admission, since the actual GPA of the yearly applicant pool determines that number. A GPA of 3.0 is recommended to be competitive.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in bold, red italics must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles
MATH 112, Algebra (College Algebra), or higher

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

ACCY 201, Accounting and Accountancy I or an Intro to Financial Accounting course
ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles
ECON 103, Macroeconomic Principles
MATH 220, Calculus or MATH 234, Calculus for Business I
AND one of the following:

MATH 124, Finite Mathematics or MATH 125, Elementary Linear Algebra or MATH 231, Calculus II

**Junior-level admission requires** completion of additional transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois course for the following concentrations:
Agri-Accounting, Agribusiness, Markets and Management and Finance in Agribusiness

ACCY 202, Accounting and Accountancy II or an Intro to Managerial Accounting course

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

ACE 161, Microcomputer Applications or CS 105, Intro to Computing, Non-Tech
ECON 202, Economic Statistics I
CMN 101, Public Speaking
RHET 105, Writing and Research

Language Other Than English

---

1 If you place into Math 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois’ Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).
2 The first accounting course of a two-course sequence or the first two accounting courses of a three-course sequence, which is/are articulated as equivalent to the University of Illinois’ ACCY 201 and ACCY 202.
3 For students intending to attend graduate school in an applied economics discipline, completion of a two-course calculus sequence equivalent to MATH 220 and MATH 231 is strongly recommended.
4 The second accounting course of a two-course sequence or the second two accounting courses of a three-course sequence, which is/are articulated as equivalent to the University of Illinois’ ACCY 201 and ACCY 202.
5 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.
6 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other Than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

CONTACT INFORMATION: ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: http://academic.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer
Agricultural Leadership and Science Education  
with concentrations in:  
Agricultural Leadership Education; Agricultural Science Education*

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00) for Agricultural Leadership Education and for Agricultural Science Education*.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in bold, red italics must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois course:  
*MATH 112, Algebra or higher*

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois course:  
*RHET 105, Writing and Research*

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:  
ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles  
ANSC 100, Intro to Animal Sciences  
CHEM 102, Gen Chem I and CHEM 103, Gen Chem Lab I - strongly recommended  
CMN 101, Public Speaking  
CPSC 112, Introduction to Crop Sciences  
EPS 201, Foundations of Education  
FSHN 101, Intro to Food Science & Nutrition  
HORT 100, Introduction to Horticulture  
MATH 124, Finite Mathematics or MATH 220, Calculus or MATH 234, Calculus for Business I  
PSYC 100, Intro Psych  
STAT 100, Statistics  
TSM 100, Technical Systems in Agr  
*Only for students interested in Agricultural Science Education.  
5 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

*All candidates for admission to this professional education preparation program are required to meet the minimum ACT/ SAT or the Illinois Certification Testing System (ICTS) Test of Academic Proficiency (TAP) as a criterion for admission. Test scores must be reported to the Council on Teacher Education by the time of application to the program (Illinois code = 3001). The exam needs to be completed and scores submitted no later than the summer semester prior to fall enrollment or no later than the fall semester prior to spring enrollment. Effective July 2012, the Illinois State Board of Education determined the ACT Plus Writing/SAT scores can be used in lieu of a passing score on the Test of Academic Proficiency (formerly known as the Illinois Test of Basic Skills). For details, including minimum ACT/SAT scores, please see: [http://www.cote.illinois.edu/certification/documents/act_procedures_for_admission.pdf](http://www.cote.illinois.edu/certification/documents/act_procedures_for_admission.pdf). For further information, please contact The Council on Teacher Education at: [http://www.cote.illinois.edu/](http://www.cote.illinois.edu/).

---

1 If you place into MATH 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).

2 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.

3 Course will be required for admission in Fall 2018. Students who plan to apply before Fall 2018 are highly encouraged to complete equivalent transfer coursework.

4 Only for students interested in Agricultural Science Education.

---

CONTACT INFORMATION: ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Animal Sciences
with concentrations in:
Companion Animal and Equine Sciences; Food Animal Production and Management; Science, Pre-Veterinary and Medical

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00), however 2.75 or above is preferred. The minimum GPA is not an indicator of success in the animal science curriculum. IF interested in pursuing veterinarian school after the bachelors in animal science, please refer to the pre-professionals transfer handbook.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in bold, red italics must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

Sophomore-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **CHEM 102 General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I** or **CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry**
- **MATH 112, Algebra or higher**

Junior-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **CHEM 102, General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I**
- **CHEM 104, General Chemistry II** and **CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II**
- **MATH 220, Calculus or MATH 234, Calculus for Business**

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

- **ACE 100**, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or **ECON 102**, Microeconomic Principles
- **ANSC 100**, Intro to Animal Sciences
- **CMN 101**, Public Speaking
- **MCB 100**, Introductory Microbiology and **MCB 101**, Intro Microbiology Laboratory
- **RHET 105**, Writing and Research
- **STAT 100**, Statistics
- **Language Other than English**

---

1 Course will be required for admission in Fall 2018. Students who plan to apply before Fall 2018 are highly encouraged to complete equivalent transfer coursework.
2 If you place into MATH 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).
3 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.
4 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

CONTACT INFORMATION: ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Computer Science and Crop Sciences

A grade point average of 3.50 or higher (A=4.00) is required for admission, with at least a grade point average of 3.50 or higher (A=4.00) for the transfer courses equivalent to the required courses listed below. Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in **bold, red italics** must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CS 125, Intro to Computer Science
- MATH 220, Calculus
- MATH 231, Calculus II or CS 173, Discrete Structures

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CS 125, Intro to Computer Science
- MATH 220, Calculus
- MATH 231, Calculus II or CS 173, Discrete Structures
- CS 225, Data Structures

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is **highly recommended**:

- CS 173, Discrete Structures
- CPSC 112, Introduction to Crop Sciences
- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- RHET 105, Writing and Research
- Language Other than English

---

1. CS 125: Intro to Computer Science is preferred. If a transferable equivalent is not available, a transferable equivalent to CS 101: Intro Computing: Engrg & Sci, may be substituted.
2. It is highly recommended that an equivalent transfer course to CS 173: Discrete Structures be completed prior to transfer; however, transfer will be considered without completion of an equivalent course.
3. At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.
4. Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the *Language Other than English* for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:** ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Crop Sciences  
with concentrations in:  
Agroecology; Biological Sciences; Crop Agribusiness; Crops; Horticultural Food Systems; Plant Biotechnology; Molecular Biology and Plant Protection

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00). Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in bold, red italics must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

Sophomore-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry or an introductory chemistry course with Lab  
MATH 112, Algebra or higher

Junior-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

CHEM 102, General Chemistry I and CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I  
CHEM 104, General Chemistry II and CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II  
MATH 220, Calculus or MATH 234, Calculus for Business I

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

ACCY 200, Fundamentals of Accounting or ACCY 201, Accounting and Accountancy  
ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles  
CMN 101, Public Speaking  
CPSC 112, Introduction to Crop Sciences  
IB 103, Introduction to Plant Biology  
MCB 100, Introductory Microbiology and MCB 101, Intro Microbiology Laboratory or IB 104, Animal Biology  
NRES 102, Introduction to NRES  
NRES 201, Introductory Soils  
RHET 105, Writing and Research  
Language Other than English

---

1 If you place into MATH 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).
2 Course will be required for admission in Fall 2018. Students who plan to apply before Fall 2018 are highly encouraged to complete equivalent transfer coursework.
3 Transfer credit for ACCY 201 is typically earned by completing two courses in a two-course sequence or three courses in a three-course sequence at most institutions. Completing these sequences typically results in credit for ACCY 201 and 202. Please note that ACCY 200 or ACCY 201 are only required for the Crop Agribusiness concentration only. (Crop Agribusiness concentration only).
4 Courses are recommended depending on the concentration within the crop science major. More information can be found that the following website. [http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/aces/departments/crop-sci/#majorstext](http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/aces/departments/crop-sci/#majorstext)
5 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.
6 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

CONTACT INFORMATION: ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Food Science & Human Nutrition with concentrations in: Dietetics; Food Science; Hospitality Management; Human Nutrition

Application to Food Science, Dietetics, and Hospitality Management at the **Sophomore-level** is highly recommended due to sequential courses. Those who enter at the **Junior-level** may require 5 semesters total on campus to complete their degree requirements.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in **bold, red italics** must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

**Dietetics and Human Nutrition**

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 3.00 (A=4.00).

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry or an introductory chemistry course with Lab
- MATH 112, Algebra or higher

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CHEM 102, General Chemistry I and CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I
- CHEM 104, General Chemistry II and CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II
- MATH 220, Calculus or MATH 234, Calculus for Business I

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is **highly recommended**:

- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- FSHN 101, Intro to Food Science & Nutrition
- MCB 100, Introductory Microbiology and MCB 101, Intro Microbiology Laboratory
- MCB 244, Human Anatomy & Physiology I and MCB 245, Human Anatomy & Physiology I Lab
- MCB 246, Human Anatomy & Physiology II and MCB 247, Human Anatomy & Physiology II Lab
- RHET 105, Writing and Research
- STAT 100, Statistics
- Language Other Than English

**Hospitality Management**

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00).

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry or an introductory chemistry course with Lab
- MATH 112, Algebra or higher

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

---

1 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other Than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.
Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

- ACCY 201, Accounting and Accountancy I or an Intro to Financial Accounting course
- ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles
- ACE 161, Microcomputer Applications or CS 105, Intro Computing: Non-Tech
- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- FSHN 101, Intro to Food Science & Nutrition
- FSHN 120, Contemporary Nutrition
- MCB 100, Introductory Microbiology and MCB 101, Intro Microbiology Laboratory – strongly recommended
- PSYC 100, Intro Psych
- RHET 105, Writing and Research
- SOC 100, Introduction to Sociology
- STAT 100, Statistics
- Language Other Than English

Food Science

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00).

Sophomore-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry or an introductory chemistry course with Lab
- MATH 112, Algebra or higher

Junior-level transfer admission requires completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- CHEM 102, General Chemistry I and CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I
- CHEM 104, General Chemistry II and CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II
- MATH 220, Calculus

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

- CMN 101, Public Speaking
- FSHN 101, Intro to Food Science & Nutrition
- FSHN 120, Contemporary Nutrition
- MCB 100, Introductory Microbiology and MCB 101, Intro Microbiology Laboratory
- RHET 105, Writing and Research
- STAT 100, Statistics
- Language Other Than English

1 If you place into MATH 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).

2 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.

3 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other Than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.
Human Development and Family Studies
with concentrations in:
Family Studies; Child and Adolescent Development

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is 2.50 (A=4.00).

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in bold, red italics must be successfully completed prior to the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois course:

STAT 100, Statistics

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

PSYC 100, Intro Psych
STAT 100, Statistics

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is highly recommended:

ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ or ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles
or ECON 103, Macroeconomic Principles
ACE 161, Microcomputer Applications or CS 105, Intro to Computing, Non-Tech
CMN 101, Public Speaking
FSHN 120, Contemporary Nutrition
HDFS 105, Intro to Human Development – strongly recommended
RHET 105, Writing and Research
SOC 100, Introduction to Sociology
PHIL 103, Logic and Reasoning or STAT 200, Statistical Analysis or CHLH 244, Health Statistics

**Language Other Than English**

---

1 Course will be required for admission in Fall 2018. Students who plan to apply before Fall 2018 are highly encouraged to complete equivalent transfer coursework.

2 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.

3 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the Language Other Than English for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.
Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences
with concentrations in:
Fish and Wildlife Conservation; Global Change and Landscape Dynamics;
Human Dimensions of the Environment;
Resource Conservation and Restoration Ecology

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is **2.50** (*A=4.00*).

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in **bold, red italics** must be successfully completed **prior to** the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry** or an introductory chemistry course with Lab
- **MATH 112, Algebra** or **higher**

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **CHEM 102, General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I**
- **MATH 220, Calculus** or **MATH 234, Calculus for Business I**

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is **highly recommended**:

- **ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ** or **ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles**
- **CHEM 104, General Chemistry II** and **CHEM 105, General Chemistry Lab II** – **strongly recommended**
- **CMN 101, Public Speaking**
- **GEOG 103, Earth’s Physical Systems** or **GEOL 107, Physical Geology**
- **or MCB 100, Introductory Microbiology** or **PHYS 101, College Physics: Mech & Heat**
- **IB 103, Introduction to Plant Biology**– **strongly recommended**
- **IB 104, Animal Biology**– **strongly recommended**
- **NRES 102, Intro to NRES**
- **NRES 201, Introductory Soils**
- **RHET 105, Writing and Research**
- **STAT 100, Statistics**
- **Language Other Than English**

---

1 If you place into **MATH 112, Algebra**, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).
2 At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.
3 Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the **Language Other Than English** for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:** ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL  61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380;  FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)
Technical Systems Management

The minimum GPA for admission consideration is **2.50 (A=4.00)**.

Transfer coursework equivalent to the University of Illinois courses listed in **bold, red italics** must be successfully completed **prior to** the desired term of entry.

**Sophomore-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois course:

- **CHEM 101, Introductory Chemistry or higher**¹
- **MATH 112, Algebra or higher**²

**Junior-level transfer admission requires** completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses:

- **MATH 220, Calculus** or **MATH 234, Calculus for Business I**
- **CHEM 102, General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I** and/or **PHYS 101, College Physics: Mech & Heat**²

Completion of transfer coursework equivalent to the following University of Illinois courses and graduation requirement prior to transfer is **highly recommended**:

- **ACCY 201, Accounting and Accountancy I** or an Intro to Financial Accounting course³
- **ACE 100, Agr Cons and Resource Econ** or **ECON 102, Microeconomic Principles**
- **ACE 161, Microcomputer Applications** or **CS 105, Intro to Computing, Non-Tech**
- **CHEM 102, General Chemistry I** and **CHEM 103, General Chemistry Lab I**
- **CMN 101, Public Speaking**
- **CPSC 112, Introduction to Crop Sciences**
- **ECON 103, Macroeconomic Principles**
- **NRES 201, Introductory Soils**
- **PHYS 101, College Physics: Mech & Heat**
- **PHYS 102, College Physics: E&M & Modern** or **CHEM 104 & 105, General Chemistry II/Lab II**
- **RHET 105, Writing and Research**⁴
- **STAT 100, Statistics**
- **TSM 100, Technical Systems in Agr**

**Language Other Than English**⁵

---

¹ Course will be required for admission in Fall 2018. Students who plan to apply before Fall 2018 are highly encouraged to complete equivalent transfer coursework.

² If you place into MATH 112, Algebra, please note that this course does not satisfy the University of Illinois' Quantitative Reasoning I Gen Ed requirement (please refer to page 1 for this website link).

³ The first accounting course of a two-course sequence or the first two accounting courses of a three-course sequence, which is/are articulated as equivalent to the University of Illinois’ ACCY 201 and ACCY 202.

⁴ At most institutions, the equivalent requires a two-course English composition sequence.

⁵ Please refer to Page 1 for the explanation of the **Language Other Than English** for transfer admission and graduation for all programs of study in the College of ACES.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:** ACES Academic Programs, University of Illinois, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences, 128 Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801; Phone: (217) 333-3380; FAX: (217) 244-6537; Website: [http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer](http://academics.aces.illinois.edu/future-students/transfer)